Martingale Calming Harness

Categories: dogs, anxiety relief, walking harness, canine enrichment, dog travel, dog safety

Walk With Confidence: Sleepypod’s Martingale Calming Harness is a two-in-one harness for walking and anxiety relief. This breathable walking harness for dogs wraps around the body like a reassuring hug, helping to soothe fear and anxiety. The gentle martingale cinching feature provides more control of the dog while helping to prevent escape. Quick-release buckles at the neck and torso are adjustable for a more tailored fit. A removable clip light helps with night visibility.

What’s in the package: Martingale Calming Harness for dogs, Pet Clip Light accessory


Downloadable images for media, retailer, and distributor use: https://flic.kr/s/aHBqjAWjBJ

Features:
• Martingale cinching feature helps to prevent escape from the harness
• Quick-release buckles are adjustable at the neck and chest
• Soft, breathable polyester mesh is triple laminated for durability
• Back and front D-ring connections
• High-performance components
• Heavy-duty yet lightweight
• Robust stitching withstands daily use
• Pet Clip light accessory increases visibility at night

Includes:
• Pet Clip Light accessory

Additional information:
• Front D-ring users can transition at their own pace using the front D-ring
• XS size has one chest buckle strap
• S, M, L, and XL sizes have two chest buckle straps

Washing instructions:
• Hand wash in cold water using a mild detergent
• Hang dry

Specifications:
• Sizes:
  - Extra Small: Neck 8-11 inches, Chest 14-18 inches
  - Small: Neck 11-15 inches, Chest 18-22 inches
  - Medium: Neck 15-19 inches, Chest 22-27.5 inches
  - Large: Neck 19-24 inches, Chest 27.5-33 inches
- Extra Large: Neck 24-29 inches, Chest 33-40 inches

Colors:
- Jet Black
- Strawberry Red
- Glacier Silver
- Midnight Blue
- Pink Peony
- Robin Egg